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ABSTRACT
The emergence of knowledge management (KM) has made individual and organization
realized the importance of managing knowledge as it should be. It allows community to
acquire tacit knowledge of human expert and transfer it into explicit knowledge before
document it and share among community. Information and knowledge is crucial asset
the organization strain to obtain particularly from other competitor. However they
sometimes overlooked the important asset which is information and knowledge that lies
inside the organization itself. The objective of the proposal projectis to provide a means
of organization like Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) Computer and
Information Science (CIS) department to manage their intellectual capital via KM
approach. In addition this system focuses on developing KM application that aims to
create a virtual workplace for their community, where they can manage (upload, delete,
edit, download, view and comment) the content and discover information. The
development project will provide a means of collecting, managing, sharing, locating
information and discover of knowledge within community. Through the concept that
people learn by asking and getting answer, announcement and latest news update, The
"UTP Virtual FYP Community" is being developed as a remarkably easy to use, yet
highly effective KM tools. Lacking of knowledge sharing might as well affect the
community performance. "UTP Virtual FYP Community" will provide a way for
information and knowledge can be spread widely among community including students
and lecturers. By having such knowledge management system, there will be a
systematic way in storing and managing knowledge. It is hopedthat this method of KM
created can be leveraged by community and others. By using information technology,
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Virtual FYP Communities - "An Online Knowledge Sharing and Resource Centre" is
an online system that is design to be one stop online centre of information for student
and lecturer of Universiti Teknologi Petronas (UTP) regarding Final Year Project
(FYP), by providing an environment for collaboratively developing, freely sharing, and
rapidly publishing scholarly content on the web. The main idea behind this Virtual FYP
Communities is to create a virtual community that involve all people that work closely
with FYP such as student and lecturer. Communities can share their knowledge and
experience as well learns new things from other people experience and lesson learned.
Besides that, it can provide a flexible environment and framework for enterprise
knowledge management that integrates content, business processes and people as that
apply their experience and competencies in the course of learning activity. It provides
opportunities for better accessibility to information, business collaboration,
communities of practice, access to expert knowledge and innovation management. In
term of relevancy, "UTP Virtual FYP community" is actually a platform or medium that
can be used to share and transfer knowledge which is very crucial in preparing the
community for facing the challenge of technological advancement, rapid change in way
of learning and also to fulfill the lifetime learning capacity of the community itself.
Besides having the available method of spreading an information and knowledge which
cannot be achieve effectively by using traditional way.
LI Background of study
This project is remarkably is a development of a online community system that is easy
to use, yet highly effective knowledge management tool based on simple concept that
people learn by asking question and getting answer form community involved. In a
nutshell, knowledge management solution is an open forum, content management
system and blog, where allow community post question or problem and other can
collaboratively answer those question. Content management system allows the whole
system can be organized systematically and easy. Blog encourage people to share their
experience in a form of daily update current project progress and lesson learned of past
project. There is a vast of information and knowledge readily available for the user to
view and download.
There are a lot of study and research that author need to focus on in order to realize this
project. The first thing that author need to know is the open source application that will
be used to develop this system. Open source is a set of principles and practices that
promote access to the design and production of goods and knowledge. Open source
software is similar in idea to "free software" but slightly less rigid than the free software
movement. Users of open source software are (generally) able to view the source code,
alter and re-distribute open source software. There is however less of an emphasis in the
open source movement on the right of information and source code to be free and in
some cases companies is able to develop proprietary products based on open source.
Open source is a development method for software that harnesses the power of
distributed peer review and transparency of process. The promise of open source is
better quality, higher reliability, more flexibility and lower cost. Author also needs to
know what are the availability, reliability and maintainability of the open source.
Besides that, author needs to consider also what the minimum requirement for the
installation such as type ofplatform use, server, database, security and many more. This
is very important because the efficiency and reliability of the system that will be
develop depending on the selection of the appropriate open source.
Next things is a webhosting, this system temporarily will be running on a standalone
server which is on my PC. But, it is only applicable in the development process of the
system, once system completed, it has to be publish online to worldwide via a
webhosting service. A web hosting service is a type of Internet hosting service that
allows individuals and organizations to provide their own websites accessible via the
World Wide Web. There a several criteria that author need to consider such as type of
hosting will be use. Such consideration includes database server software, scripting
software, operating system, development platform, site management features and also
hardware and software.
Do projects in KM required me to further study on some of it tools and enablers.
Actually there are a number of technologies 'enabling' or facilitating knowledge
management practices in the organization, including expert systems, knowledge bases,
various types of Information Management, software help desk tools, document
management systems and other IT support system. The advent of the Internet brought
with it further enabling technologies, including e-learning, web conferencing,
collaborative software, content management systems, wikis, blogs, and other
technologies. Here author need to understand the function and usability of the enablers
before implement it into the project. This is because each enabling technology can
expand the level of inquiry available to an employee, while providing a platform to
achieve specific goals or actions.
1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1 Problem Identification
People are obviously reluctant to share their knowledge for fear that it will be make
their skills less valuable, an experts leaving the organization without sharing their
knowledge. That kind of situation will cause communities and the organization to lose
access to large quantities of critical and beneficial knowledge. Therefore a knowledge
management has to take part to effectively in capturing, managing knowledge and
information that is valuable and widely available to all its member of the organization.
The other difficulty is problem that maybe occurs after the implementation of this
system. During research, author found that there such a problems that will indicate when
this system implemented later which is how to encourage community to use and apply
the system. However, all of this problem can be solve easily when the developer is
providing sufficient information about the system to the user and structured properly the
documentation of system process.
• There is no proper platform for people to share their knowledge.
• Currently knowledge is not organized and fairly distributed within community.
• Need to "push the user" to encourage user which is student, supervisor and lecturer
to use the system.
• Users don't always know where to place new knowledge because it tends to
congregate in default location and also because there is no appropriate channel and
platform to do so.
Knowledge management system can descend into chaos if not well structured - user
can be overloaded with choices and content. This system will provide on
opportunities to proper sharing mechanism and will automatically replace the
current manual system.
1.2.2 Significant of the project
Knowledge Management programs attempt to manage the process of creation (or
discover), accumulation and application of knowledge across an organization.
Knowledge Management, therefore, attempts to bring under one set of practices various
strands of thought and practice relating to:
• Preserve the knowledge of workers as an intellectual capital of the organization
by capturing and share best practices.
The idea of the learning institution, since it was a knowledge management
system that use as part of the learning method in the institution.
Encourage student and lecturer or institutional practices, such as Communities of
Practice.
Make used of various enabling technologies such as knowledge bases and expert
systems, help desks, corporate intranets and extranets, Content Management,
wikis and Document Management.
1.3 Objective and scope of study
Virtual FYP Community is primarily concerned with the development of web-based
application that performs some specific function related to the Knowledge management.
Below are the lists ofobjectives that need to be accomplished at the end ofthe research:
• To develop a one stop online centre of information for student and lecturer regarding
FYP, by providing an environment for collaboratively developing, freely sharing,
and rapidly publishing scholarly content on the Web.
• Communities can share their knowledge and experiences as well learn new things
from other people experience and lesson learned. Better accessibility to information
and knowledge.
• To provides a flexible environment for enterprise knowledge management that
integrates content, business processes and people as they apply their experience and
competences in the course of learning activity
• To design a medium to manage and organize crucial and important information and
knowledge (lesson learnt, best practices, experiences) by applying the idea of
knowledge management concept.
To develop and design a application which capable of keep, sharing and reuse
knowledge within community.
1.4 Feasibility of the project within the scope and time frame
The Reliability and availability characteristic of the Virtual FYP Community that is
going to be developed is the reason why author going to do this study. This study will
be divided into two section which are the Part I and Part II.
In Part I, the author will cover the planning, analysis and development phases. The
author will focus on the current technology and application used for the security system.
Besides that, during the Part I, the author is required to produce a prototype of the
system to be presented later at the end of the semester. Andbasically, during the Part II
- development, implementation, testing, and go & live support phases will be
accomplished.
The wholeproject task and timeline- Gantt chart is represented in APPENDIX A
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 Data source for literature review
Source of data for literature review comprise of journal reading, books, conference
research paper, online forum and also informative website and many more that relevant
to my studyand related to this project. Combination of searching methodthat author use
during searching such as:
• Knowledge Management (KM)
• KM in education
• KM technology and approach
• KM enablers
• Internet / online forum / Online community
• Explicit knowledge & Tacit knowledge
• Science of classification
• Etc...
2.1 What is knowledge
According to the dictionary, knowledge is the sum of what is known, the body of truth,
information and principles acquired by mankind. Knowledge is related to intellectual
capacities, but it is also linked to observation, experience, study and investigation.
Dictionary definitions are still lacking a connection to what knowledge means in the
term "knowledge management". In that context, knowledge is very closely associated
with the implications of ICT for our way of dealing with information. [Prof. A.
Oosterlinck, 2002]
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2.1.1 Tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge
The concept of tacit knowing comes from scientist and philosopher Michael Polanyi. It
is important to understand that he wrote abouta process (hence tacit knowing) andnot a
form of knowledge. However, his phrase has been taken up to name a form of
knowledge that is apparently wholly or partly inexplicable.
By definition, tacit knowledge is knowledge that people carry in their minds and is,
therefore, difficult to access. Often, people are not aware of the knowledge they possess
or how it can be valuable to others. Tacit knowledge is considered more valuable
because it providescontext for people, places, ideas, and experiences. Effective transfer
of tacit knowledge generally requires extensive personal contact and trust.
Explicit knowledge is knowledge that has been or can be articulated, codified, and
stored in certain media. It can be readily transmitted to others. The most common forms
of explicit knowledge are manuals, documents and procedures. Knowledge also can be
audio-visual. Works of art and product design can be seen as other forms of explicit
knowledge where human skills, motives and knowledge are externalized. Only
definition [Polanyi, Michael, 1966]
2.2 Knowledge Management
Knowledge management is concerned with the exploitation and development of the
knowledge assets of an organization with a view to furthering the organization's
objectives. The knowledge to be managed includes both explicit, documented
knowledge, and tacit, subjective knowledge. Management entails all of those processes
associated with the identification, sharing, and creation of knowledge. This requires
systems for the creation and maintenance of knowledge repositories, and to cultivate
and facilitate the sharing of knowledge and organizational learning. Organizations that
succeed in knowledge management are likely to view knowledge as an asset and to
develop organizational norms and values, which support the creation, and sharing of
knowledge. [Adisorn Na Ubon, Chris Kimble, 2002]
2.2.1 Approaches to knowledge management
There is a broad range of thought on Knowledge Management with no unanimous
definition. The approaches vary by author and school. Knowledge Management may be
viewed from each of the following perspectives:
• Techno-centric: A focus on technology, ideally those that enhance knowledge
sharing/growth.
• Organizational: How does the organization need to be designed to facilitate
knowledge processes? Which organizations work best with what processes?
• Ecological: Seeing the interaction of people, identity, knowledge and environmental
factors as a complex adaptive system.
In addition, as the discipline is maturing, there is an increasing presence of academic
debates within epistemology emerging in both the theory and practice of knowledge
management. [Bellenger, Gene, 2002]
2.2.2 Motivation of knowledge management
There are a number of claims as to 'drivers', or motivations, leading to organizations
undertaking a knowledge management program.
Perhaps first among these is to gain the competitive advantage (in industry) and/or
increased effectiveness that comes with improved or faster learning and new knowledge
creation. Knowledge management programs may lead to greater innovation, better
customer experiences, consistency in good practices and knowledge access across a
global organization, as well as many other benefits, and knowledge management
programs may be drivenwith these goals in mind. [Buckman, R. H. 2004]
Considerations driving a Knowledge Management program might include:
• Making available increased knowledge content in the development and provision of
products and services
• Achievingshorter learning and educationcycles
• Facilitating andmanaging organizational innovation and learning
• Leverage the expertiseof people across the organization
• Benefiting from 'network effects' as the number of productive connections between
employees in the organization increases and the quality of information shared
increases, leadingto greateremployeeand team satisfaction
• Managing the proliferation of data and information in complex business
environments and allowing employees rapidly to access useful and relevant
knowledge resources and best practice guidelines
• Managing intellectual capital and intellectual assets in the workforce (such as the
expertise andknow-how possessed by key individuals) as individuals retire and new
workers are hired
2.2.3 Knowledge management enablers
Historically, there have been a number of technologies 'enabling' or facilitating
knowledge management practices in the organization, including expert systems,
knowledge bases, various types of Information Management, software help desk tools,
document management systems and other IT systems supporting organizational
knowledge flows.
The advent of the Internet brought with it further enabling technologies, including e-
learning, web conferencing, collaborative software, content management systems,
corporate 'Yellow pages' directories, email lists, wikis, blogs, and other technologies.
Each enabling technology can expand the level of inquiry available to an employee,
while providing a platform to achieve specific goals or actions. Thepractice of KM will
continue to evolve with the growth of collaboration applications, visual tools and other
technologies. Since its adoptionby the mainstream populationand businesscommunity,
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the Internet has led to an increase in creative collaboration, learning and research, e-
commerce, and instant information. [Wilson, T.D. 2002]
2.3 Knowledge Management: The implications for online distance education
Today education is subject to the same pressures of the marketplace and educational
institutions need to perform just as well as any other organization. In the recent years a
wide range of business techniques, including performance management, quality
assurance and total quality management, have had a direct or indirect impact on
education, and KM is set to do the same. KM should have a resonance in education, as
onemajor function of education is the imparting of knowledge. This implies that just as
businesses attempt to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their operations
through KM, so educational institutions could use the potential of KM to enhance the
learning of students. We can see that KM and online distance education share some
common elements.
2.3.1 Community
Community is a group of people bound together by certain mutual concerns, interests,
activities, and institutions. From KM perspectives, the concept of communities is
essential because knowledge in an organization is often built up and generatedby small,
informal, self-organizing network of practitioners. In addition, the current advances in
Information and Communication
23.2 Collaboration
Most organizations realize that they will improve performance if their staff works
together. However, building collaboration is not an easy task. KM practitioners apply
many different approaches to develop the type of culture that builds the desire for
teamwork and a collaborative working. [8][9] Techniques such as meetings, forums and
discussions are used extensively to create knowledge through the processes of social
interaction and collaboration. Tools such as e-mail and intranets are also used to
encourage active collaboration among people in organization.
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2.3.3 Trust and knowledge sharing
In business organization, trust has been identified as an essential condition for people to
share knowledge and expertise. People are reluctant to share their knowledge becauseof
the risk of loss of control and influence. Remarking a recent survey on KM in Europe,
[Murray, P. and Myers, A. 1999] indicate that respondents acknowledge that the most
valuable knowledge in their organizations is in people's heads but they are reluctant to
share their knowledge for fear of losing influence and control.
2.3.4 Shared understanding
For effective knowledge sharing, individuals need to have the same meaning in their
communication process, and need to converge it to shared understanding. Research in
KM area shows that a shared understanding and a common ground among people in a
community is essential for collaboration and productive knowledge transfer [Lave, J.
and Wenger, E. 1991], [Clark, H. 1996]. Without it, individuals will neither understand
nor trust one another [Davenport, T. H. and Prusak, L. 2000].
2.4 Knowledge Management System
Knowledge Management System (KM System) refers to a system for managing
knowledge in organizations, supporting creation, capture, storage and dissemination of
information. It can comprise a part of a Knowledge Management initiative. [Anderson,
B. 1983].
The idea of a KM system is to enable employees to have ready access to the
organization's based documented of facts, sources of information, and solutions. For
example a typical claim justifying the creation of a KM system might run something
like this: an engineer could know the metallurgical composition of an alloy that reduces
sound in gear systems. Sharing this information organization wide can lead to more
effectiveengine design and it could also lead to ideas for new or improvedequipment.
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A KM system could be any of the following:
• Document based i.e. any technology that permits creation/management/sharing
of formatted documents such as Lotus Notes, web, distributed databases etc.
• Ontology/Taxonomy based: these are similar to document technologies in the
sense that a system of terminologies are used to summarize the document.
• Based on AI technologies which use a customized representation scheme to
represent the problem domain.
• Provide network maps of the organization showing the flow of communication
between entities and individuals
• Increasingly social computing tools are being deployed to provide a more
organic approach to creation of a KM system.
Knowledge Management System can be used for a wide range of cooperative,
collaborative, adhocracy and hierarchy communities, virtual organizations,
societies and other virtual networks, to manage media contents; activities,
interactions and work-flows purposes; projects; works, networks, departments,
privileges, roles, participants and other active users in order to extract and
generate new knowledge and to enhance, leverage and transfer in new outcomes
of knowledge providing new services using new formats and interfaces and
different communication channels.
2.4.1 Technical aspect of KM system
• Representation
• Artificial intelligent in knowledge management
• Data mining
• Meta knowledge and meta data
• Mobility
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2.4.2 Knowledge transfer and knowledge management system process
Figure 2.1: KM Process [Serenko, A. and Bontis, Nick. 2004]
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2.5 Virtual Community
A virtual community, e-community or online community is a group of people that
primarily interact via communication media such as letters, telephone, email or Usenet
rather than face to face. If the mechanism is a computer network, it is called an online
community [Farmer, F. R. 1993]. Virtual and online communities have also become a
supplemental form of communication between people who know eachother primarily in
real life. Many means are used in social software separately or in combination,
including text=based chartrooms and forums that use voice, video text or avatars.
Significant socio-technical change may have resulted from the proliferation of such
Internet-based social networks
2.5.1 Virtual community design
Below are some guidelines that can be of use when trying to design an online
community or foster a betterknowledge sharing environment in yourorganization:
l)esi»n (iimlclmc
Trust the member's input. Make it easy to
contribute to your knowledge base and make it
accessible to others.
Sense of Efficacy
Enable your knowledge base to evolve as
processes and concepts change.
Sense ofEfficacy
Allow the member to be known and get credit
by measuring their contributions.
Build Reputation, Anticipated
Reciprocity, Sense of Community
Allow other members in the community to
measure and respond to contributions.
Sense of Community, Build
Reputations
Table 2.1: Guideline in designing online community [Bishop, J. 2007]
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2.6 Taxonomies of knowledge
Kno\\"k'tliic t\ pc Iklmition Lxampks
Tacit Knowledge is rooted in Best means of dealing with
actions, experience. specific customer
• Cognitive Tacit Mental model. Individual believe - cause.
• Technical Tacit Know how applicable to
specific work.
Surgery skill.
Explicit Articulated, generalized Knowledge of major
knowledge customer in a region
Individual Create by and inherent in Insight gained from
the individual completed project
Social Created by and inherent in Norms for intergroup
collective action ofa group. communication
Declarative Know-about What drug appropriate for an
illness
Procedural Know-how How to administer a
particular drug
Causal Know-why Understanding why the drugs
works
Conditional Know-when Understanding when to
prescribe the drug
Relational Know-with Understanding how the drug
interact with other drugs








3.1 Information Gathering Method
Figure 3.1: Information Gathering Method
3.2 Ethnography
Ethnography is the genre of writing that presents varying degrees of qualitative and
quantitative descriptions of human social phenomena, based on fieldwork. Ethnography
presents the results of a holistic research method founded on the idea that a system's
properties cannot necessarily be accurately understood independently of each other. The
genre has both formal and historical connections to travel writing and colonial office
reports. Several academic traditions, in particular the constructivist and relativist
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paradigms employ ethnographic research as a crucial research method. Many cultural
anthropologists consider ethnography the essence of the discipline. [Hymes, Dell. 1974]
3.2.1 Use of ethnography
"Illuminative" evaluation:
Ethnography is useful for long-term and longitudinal studies of programmes. It
concentrates on accounting for the observed setting rather than comparison between
settings.
Evaluation of use and the user:
Ethnographic evaluation can investigate the user's point of view. It can help in forms of
participative design eliciting the point of view of those who will use the system, both
educators and students. In particular, ethnography can draw out 'tacit' knowledge, the
taken for granted aspects of work often overlooked.
"Continuous phase" evaluation:
This is an iterative design process in which ethnographic research plays two roles. First,
it is used to clarify requirements prior to the design of a new system. Then, it is used to
provide continuous feedback for redesign and modification.
3.2.2 Ethnography Technique
• Direct, first-hand observation of daily behavior. This can include participant
observation.
• Conversation with different levels of formality. This can involve small talk to
long interviews.
• Detailed work with key consultants about particular areas ofcommunity life.
• In-depth interviewing.
• Discovery of local beliefs and perceptions.
• Problem-oriented research.
• Longitudinal research. This is continuous long-term study ofan area or site.
• Team research.
• Case studies
3.3 System development method
Figure 3.2: Waterfall Development Method Model
A system usually consists of several components that perform their own function. This
is one of the methodologies available for application development, which can be used as
a standard problem-solving technique, as shown in [figure 2]. The software component
technology conforms to the design strategy. Component technology brings independent
extension and rapid application development to the software industry. With the benefit
of the component technology, software development can be based on existing
components. Reuse in software development improves aspects from the source code and
library level to the direct use ofthe software component. Software components unite the
component concept across the design, implementation and deployment phases in
software development. A component-based system is based on a number of distinct
components, each of which plays a specialised role in the system. A component model
is the set of components, their interfaces and a specification of the nature of the
interactions among components.
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The method that had been choosing to be used in development process of the system is







Each of the phases has its own role and usage on how the author can relate it with the
development of the system. Later, waterfall model will be combining with phased
development model [Figure 3] in order to produce different version of improvement.
3.3.1 Planning and Analysis
3.3.1.1 Identifying symptoms
• A symptom is evidence that an existing information system is inefficient or
ineffective.
• Try to determine the symptom of an example of KM system and observing the
system in operation.
• It will also help to set target for new system to achieve and provide base figures
against which to measure the new system contribution.
• Observing system is also important to gain additional information.
3.3.1.2 Determining system objectives
Author understand that system objective describe the business goal of the system.
Benefit will be obtained by developing the new system is dividing by 3 categories:
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1. Efficiency benefits
Include reduce labor costs, increased transaction and improved accuracy or
reliability
2. Effectiveness benefits
Includemore complete and or timely information for decisionmaking
3. Competitiveness benefits





Figure 3.3: Key area of system analysis
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3.3.1.3 Determining Resources
Resource can be described in three area of feasibility, Technical Feasibility, Economic
Feasibility and Operational Feasibility.
1. Organizational Feasibility
How well theproposed system supports this system priority of the organization.
2. Technical Feasibility
Author has all the hardware and software that use to develop this system. Author has
ensured that all the hardware is working properly and did not have any technical
problem during developing process. The hardware such as, Monitor, keyboard,
mouse, CPU, printer and speaker. And software such as XAMPP, Adobe
Dreamweaver, Adobe Photoshop etc.
3. Economic Feasibility
Economic feasibility is a second part of resources determination. The concerned
projectdevelopment must be able to see the value of investment before committing
to the entire system. Thebasic resources that author have to consider developing this
system is:
• The cost ofdoing full system study.
• The estimated cost of hardware use.
• The estimated cost of software use.
• The cost of system documentation.
4. Operational Feasibility
Even though the technical and economic resources are both have been consider,
author must still consider the operational feasibility on the project. It is depend on
the human resources. Author also has to know who the user is in order to have a
clear picture on what user really want. In this point, determining operational
feasibility required creative imagination. So author must listen carefully to what
users really want.
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3.3.2 Design and development
As what author understands, Design is a process of developing a product or artifact
or system and to the various representations (simulation or model) of the product
that are produced during the design process. In designing this system, author
consider on three main criteria:
• User centered and involved user as much as possible so that the can influence
the design
• Integrated knowledge and expertise from different disciplines that contribute
to human computer interaction design.
• Be highly iterative so that testing can be done to check that the design does














Figure 3.4: System design requirement
3.3.2.1 Designing effective output
Author has to get what is the meaning of output design and found that output means,
information delivered to user through the information system. There are several
objectives that author try to attain when designing output:
• Design output to serve the intended purpose.
All output should have a purpose. Output is designed based on that purpose. If the
output is not functional, it should not be created, since there are cost of time and
materials associated with all output from the system
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Design the output to fit the user
It is more practical to create a user specific or user customizable output when
designing it for a decision support system or otherhighly iterative application such
as those mounted on the web.
Deliver the appropriate quantity of output.
Part of the task of designing output is deciding what quantity of outputis correct for
users.
Assure that the output is where it is needed.
Output also must be providing to right user.
Provide the output on time.
Timing plays a large part in how useful output will be to the decision makers. By
using well-publicized output can alleviate some problems with the timing of output
distribution as well.
Choose the right output method.
Choosing the right output method for each user is another objective in designing
output. Author has to recognize the changes involved in choosing outputmethod.
3.3.2.2 Designing screen output
Author knows that screen output is different from printed output. Screen display is not
permanent in the same way that print out are. In developing the system interface four
guidelines has been use to facilitate the design of screen.
• Keep the screen simple.
• Keep the screen presentation consistent.
• Facilitate user movement among screens.
• Create and interactive screen.
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3.3.2.3 Designing effective input
Author knows that designing an effective input will determine the quality of system
output. Author focus on several objectives whendesigning input:
• Effectiveness - Input form, input screens and fill-in form serve specific purpose
in the information system.
• Accuracy r Refer to designthat assure proper completion.
• Simplicity - Refer to keeping the samedesignpurposely uncluttered in a manner
that focuses that user attention.
• Consistency - Means that all input forms group data similarly from one
application to the next.
• Attractiveness - Impliesthat user will enjoy using input form, output screenand
fill-in form through system appealing design.
3.3.2.4 Designing the file and database
In designing the file and database of this system, approaches to the storage of data in a
computer based has been used, which is:
• First approach
Is to store the data in individual files, each unique to a particular application.
• Second approach
To the storageof data in a computerbased systeminvolves buildinga database.
A database is formally defined and centrally controlled store of data intended of use in
many different process or transaction.
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3.3.2.5 Proposed Storyboard
Figure 3.5.1: Welcome Page
Figure 3.5.2: Main Page (General)
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Figure 3.5.3: Main Page (Registered User)














3.5.7: Add Content (Announcement)
Latest News
• Latest News 1
* Latest News 2
* Latest News 3
• Latest News 4
Links
Figure 3.5.8: Latest News
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3.5.9: Display Selected News












3.5.14: Administrator Control Panel
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3.3.3 Testing and maintaining the system
At this phase author has been deciding that the system newly written or modified
application program must be tested thoroughly. Testing is done throughout system
development, notjust at theend at thedevelopment process. It is important to reveal the
unknown problems. Testing will help to assure the quality of the system. Author has
implement four testingtechnique in developing the system:
• Program testing with test data
Test the system-using list of test data. It will checkthe system to verify the way
the system will work. After that, author can try to create both valid and invalid
test data. These data are then run to see if base routine work and also to catch
errors. After ensuring that the system did not have any problem with test data,
author go to anotherapproachoftesting the system.
• Link testing with test data
This testing also known as string testing. In this system, appropriate link has
been use to link the system and database. So, link testing will checks to see if
programs that are interdependent actually work together as planned. If the
system works with normal transaction, then variations are added, including
invalid data used to ensure that the system can properly detect error.
• Full system testing with test data
When the link tests are satisfactorily concluded, the system, as a complete entity
must be tested. This testing including reassures the quality standard of the
system performance. In this stage of testing, author measure of errors,
timeliness, ease of use, proper process of transaction, understandable procedure
manual and etc.
• Full system testing with live data
When system test using test data prove satisfactory, the system will be tested
with severalpasses on what is called "live data" data that have been successfully
processed through the existing system. The new system flow will be compare
with the existing system flow to determine the effectiveness of the new system.
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This step allows an accurate comparison of the newsystem output with correctly
processed output, as well as howactual datawill be handled.
3.4 Development tools
In the system design and development, a number of software and application is used
such as Adobe Dreamweaver, Xampp, PhpMyAdmin, and Adobe Photoshop. The
language and script that willbe usedare PHP, ASP, Htmland Javascript.
3.4.1 Adobe Dreamweaver 8
Adobe Dreamweaver, or simply Dreamweaver, is a web development tool originally
created by Macromedia (now partof Adobe Systems). Initial versions of theapplication
served as simple WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) HTML editors but more
recent versions have incorporated notable support for many otherweb technologies such
as CSS, JavaScript, andvarious server-side scripting frameworks. [David Orfao, 2001]
Dreamweaver allows me to preview websites in many browsers, provided that they are
installed on their computer. It also has some site management tools, such as the ability
to find and replace lines of text or code by whatever parameters specified across the
entire site, and a templatization feature for creating multiple pages with similar
structures. Dreamweaver is really user friendly and easy to use. Experience using
Dreamweaver since 2002; really help me in development process. That's why I'm
choosing Adobe Dreamweaver as webpage editor.
3.4.2 Xampp
XAMPP is a full-featured AMPP (Apache MySQL, PHP, Perl) package that is one of
the few non-commercials AMPP middleware stacks available on Linux. With its tight
integration, XAMPP makes it possible to run anything from a personal home page to a
full-featured production site.
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XAMPP from Apache Friends are simplifying open source development by making it
easier to write and distribute applications in a stable and standardized environment.
Traditionally, AMPP --. Apache, MySQL, PHP, and Perl —have all been installed and
configured as separate products. The trend of combining them into integrated
middleware stackspromisesto make open sourcedevelopment more competitive.
Basic packages include system, programming, and server software:
• Apache, the famous Web server
• MySQL, an excellent, free, open source database
• PHP, the programming language (in versions 4.3.8 and 5.0.1 at the time of this
writing)
• Perl, the programming language
• ProFTPD, an FTP server
• OpenSSL, for secure sockets layer support
3.4.3 PhpMyAdmin
PhpMyAdmin is a tool written in PHP intendedto handle the administration of MySQL
over the Web. Currently it can create and drop databases, create/drop/alter tables, and
delete/edit/add fields, execute any SQL statement, manage keys on fields, manage
privileges, and export data into various formats. PhpMyAdmin can manage a whole
MySQL server (needs a super-user) as well as a single database. To accomplish the
latter I have to properly set up MySQL user who can read/write only the desired
database.
Currently PhpMyAdmin can:
• Browse and drop databases, tables, views, fields and indexes
• Create, copy, drop, rename and alter databases, tables, fields and indexes
• Maintenance server, databases and tables, with proposals on server configuration
• Execute, edit and bookmark any SQL-statement, even batch-queries
• Load text files into tables
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• Create1 and read dumps oftables
• Administer multiple servers
• Manage MySQL users and privileges
• etc
3.4.4 Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Photoshop, or simply Photoshop, is a graphics editor developed and published by
Adobe Systems. It is the current market leader for commercial bitmap and image
manipulation, and is the flagship product of Adobe Systems. It has been described as
"an industry standard for graphics professionals."
[Adobe official site 2007] Live filters boost the comprehensive, nondestructive editing
toolset for increased flexibility. And a streamlined interface and new timesaving tools
make your work flow faster.
Adobe Photoshop really help me to do photo editing on still image. In this project, there
is a lot of part and section that need to add with some image and picture in order to
make it more attractive to user. Adobe Photoshop also can be used to create a button,
banner, interface and many more that is really useful.
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3.5 Knowledge sharing system architecture
Knowledge Sharing Solution
Figure 3.6: Knowledge sharing solution architecture
Refer tofigure 3.6. User interact with database through the system, all user can post any
question to the system. Then only the authorized registered user can answer or reply
feedback on those questions. When user post a question and answer, they can attached
any files, for example image, whitepaper to support their post. Each time there occur
data transactions or data exchange in the system, the system will automatically updates
the record. The administrator can post any announcement in the system and user can
view and retrieve it. All users also can perform search function for any information,
forum, announcement and latest updates that they require at any time, any place and at
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any occasion. Only the administrator has the power to create and record and edit
existing record of user account. The admin also has power to delete any account. The





This chapterwill concludeall result, finding and researchthat have been done for the
past 32 weeks. Mostof the findings were gathered through internet andreference book,
journaland also research paper. Thisprogress report I onlyfocusing on whatI have
been done with the webhosting registration and the use of Simple Machine Forum (an
open source application)
4.2 Web Hosting
Saturday, 29 September 2007. Author went to Exabytes Network Sdn Bhd which is a
company that provides a webhosting services. This company is located at Bayan Lepas,
Penang. Author takes the opportunity to be at the company to register directly a
webhosting for this project. Webhosting is one of the main requirements of this project
since it will be up and running in World Wide Web (WWW) upon completion on next
semester. Besides that, the purpose to rent a webhosting is to undergo continuous testing
and run the project online instead of run it on author workstation. Below are details of
subscription and payment for the registration:
Domain: www.utpfinalyearproject.com RM 55.00 @ 1 year
Main Package: Exabyte EBiz 1 linux RM 199.00 @ 1 year + free setup
Domain Total RM 55.00




The domain that has been chosen for this project is www.utpfinalyearprojectcom.
Luckily this domain name still available and haven't use by any parties before this.
Domain registrations require me to pay a fee RM 55.00 per year. Packageofservicethat
chooses during the registration is Exabyte EBiz 1 Linux Package. This package is the
cheaper packages that offer by the company worth RM 199.00 per year, but it is
sufficient enough to run this project later on. Author will state the specification and
benefit that will receive with this package on next section. Since both domain and
hostingpackage is only for one year starting29 September2007. So the renewal date is
on 28 September 2008. To avoid from expired or being block by the company, we have
to renew in order to continue rent the hosting.







Monthly Data Transfer 50GB
Unlimited email support •/
24 x 7 x 365 support S
Hosting Account Features
Max CPU Consumption lOOMhz
Max Memory Consumption 64MB
Max MySQL User Connection 45
No. of accounted hosted per-server 300
Table 4.1: Webhosting package specification
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4.3 Simple Machine Forum (Open Source)
Once have registered a webhosting, author start to use a Simple Machine Forum to
develop a simple online forum as part of the whole system to be develop. Simple
Machines Forum — SMF in short — is a free, professional grade software package that
allows you to set up your own online community.
Its powerful custom made template engine puts you in full control of the lay-out of your
message board and with our unique SSI - or Server Side Includes - function you can let
your forum and your website interact with each other.
SMF is written in the popular language PHP and uses a MySQL database. It is designed
to provide you with all the features you need from a bulletin board while having an
absolute minimal impact on the resources of the server. SMF is the next generation of
forum software - and best of all it is and will always remain completely free!
Why author using to try SMF, because it provides a lot of useful feature and benefit to
user. This forum is using PHP and MYSQL, which is one of the most famous and
widely use open source script. It also provide extra security features such as All actions
seamlessly require a session based authorization code, Administrative actions require
the user's password (and do not rely solely on cookies.) and Major actions are time and
IP locked, preventing 'hammering'.
4.4 Joomla (Open Source)
Joomla! Is one of the most powerful Open Source Content Management Systems on the
planet. It is used all over the world for everything from simple websites to complex
corporate applications. Joomla! is easy to install, simple to manage, and reliable. The
system includes features such as page caching to improve performance, RSS feeds, and
printable versions of pages, news flashes, blogs, polls, website searching, and language
internationalization. Joomla is licensed under the GPL, and is the result of a fork of
Mambo.
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It is writtenwith the PHP programming language and uses the MySQL database by
default.
Joomla! Can be used to easily manageevery aspect of your website, from adding
contentand imagesto updatinga productcatalog or taking online reservations.
4.4.1 Joomla Features
The Joomla package consists of many different parts, which are built to be as modular
as possible, allowing extensions and integrations to be made easily. Examples of such
are extensions called "Plug-in". (Formerly known as "Mambots".) Plug-in are
background extensions that extend Joomla with new functionality. The WikiBot, for
example, allows the author of Joomla content to use "Wiki tags" in Joomla articles
which will auto-create dynamic hyperlinks to Wikipedia articles when displayed. There
are over 2,500 extensions for Joomla available via the Extensions Directory, a site that
OpenSourceMatters runs as an officialdirectory of extensions.
In addition to Plug-in, more comprehensive extensions are available. "Components"
allow webmasters to perform such tasks as build a community by expanding user
features, backup a website, translate content and create URLs that are friendlier to
search engines. "Modules" perform such tasks as displaying a calendar or allowing
custom code like Google Ad Sense etc to be inserted within the base Joomla code.
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Figure 4.1: Welcome Page
Figure 4.1 show us a welcome page which is the first page of the whole system. This
page will appearwhenuser type in URL www.utpfmalyearproject.com. Basicallyauthor
design this pageto be simple and attractive. Author really takes intopart aboutuser first
impression when they view this page. There are several links under the banner that user
can click which is "Forum" and "FYP Central" at the left hand side and also quick link
to UTP official homepage, UTP E-Learning, UTP Information Resource Centre and
UTP Webmail at the right hand side. These links will provide user an option for them in
order to proceed to the next section. "Forum" will bring user to the online forum of the
system. Which focusing on forum discussion, knowledge sharing, lesson learnt, tips and
tricks and many more. Otherwise "FYP Central" will take user to page that contain
latest announcement and news regarding Final Year Project (FYP). This section is
created for administrator and FYP Committee to updates any news and announcement.
Student and lecturers can use this as a medium for them to get update with latest
announcement and news.
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Figure 4.2: FYP Central main page (General)
This is the first page will appear when user click "FYP Central" at the welcome page,
refer Figure 4.1. As what explain before, this page contains latest announcement and
news regarding FYP. FYP Coordinator and committee will usethis section as a medium
of communication to update any latest info such as event, reminder of important date,
news, announcement and any other information. There is a main menu at the left side of
the page that contain menu like "Home", "Announcement", "News and Update",
"Links" archive and etc. Figure 4.1 actually is a screen capture of FYP Central main
page without login to the system. If user login to the system, there is a user menu will
appear under the main menu at the left side of the page. Please refer to Figure 4.3. A
login form is provided below the main menu for user to log into the system. The full
screen shot of the FYP Central main page represented in APPENDIX C.
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Figure 4.3: FYP Central main page (registered user)
The above mainpage will appear when user login to the system. Basically this view of
FYP Central main page is almost the same like main page that without login to the
system. The only different is when user login to the system a new menu called "User
Menu" will appear, which is place under the main menu. This menu is more like control
panel that allow user to edit user profile and also to insert new data such as new
announcement and news. It contains a link like "Your Detail", "Submit
Announcement", "Submit News & Update" and also "Submit Web link". User can use
the correct link to submit new updates, announcement or web links. User can click on
"Your Detail" in order to update or modify user name, email address, and also
password.
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Figure 4.4: Announcement category
In order to view latest announcement, user just can click at the mainpage as it sort by
latest date. If user what to view previous or all availlable announcement, user can click
at "announcement" at the main menu. This page will appear which show the category of
the announcement, referfigure 4.4. The category are "FYP part 2", "FYP Part 1" and
"CIS Department".
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Results 1 -4 of 4
Figure 4.5: Announcement list
Above screenshot show list of announcement available in category "FYP Part2". This
page will appear when userclick to the category stated in Figure 4.4. Userjust click the
the respective announcement in order to view it. The announcement detail will bee
display in new windows.
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Figure 4.6: Add Content (Announcement / news and update)
FYP coordinator and other FYP committee can add new announcement, add new news
and updates at anytime and anywhere in the world as long as they has a internet
connection. They just have to log in to the system. Figure 4.4; show the page how to
add new content. Same method is using to both add announcement and add news.
Basically this page contains a form that allow user to write content. Firstly user has to
enter title of the content, than select content category from the drop down menu provide
either FYP1, FYP2, General, CIS Department and etc. And finally user has to write the
content itself. The tools provided are simple and user friendly. "What you see is what
you get" (WYSIWYG) method has been use in order to provide smooth process of
inserting or submitting data. What is mean here is, what actually user input is going to
be display exactly same, in term of formatting and paragraph.
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Figure 4.7; show a screenshot from a search page provided in the system. Author
strongly believes that search function is one of the most important features in a web
based application. Adding a search function on a web site helps visitors find information
really quickly.
There are 3 steps for user in order to make a searching process, firstly user have to insert
a keyword, then user can choose either to for search engine search based on "any
word", "All word" or "Exact phrase". Finally user can select the ordering for the result
that going be display such as by newest first, by oldest first, by most popular, by
alphabetical and by section/category. The full screen shot of the sample of search result
represented in APPENDIX D.
Benefit of having a search function:
• Easier site navigation.
• Give visitors more control.
• Reveal the hidden Web.
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Figure 4.8: Edit user detail
Figure 4.7 is the screenshot of page "Edityour details". This page basically allow user
to edit their details such as name, email, username for the system and also password.
These features actually focus an offering user to manage their identity in the forum,
especially on security concern.
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Login
Figure 4.9: Administrator Login
Figure 4.9 show a screenshot of administrator login page. This is the main door for
system administrator to access to the control panel of the system. As usual,
administrator has to fill both username and password field for authentication purpose.
And to prevent from any unauthorized access.
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Figure 4.10: Administrator control panel
Joomla permits administrators to set global configuration parameters that affect all
articles. Every page conforms to these parameters by default, but a page can have its
own setting for eachparameter. For example, administrator can elect to showthe article
author, hide the author, or simply go with the global "show author" parameter. Figure
4.10 show the screenshot of administrator control panel.
A forum administrator typically has the ability to edit, delete, move or otherwise modify
any thread on the forum. Administrators also usually have the ability to close the board,
change major software items, change global skins, modify the board, and ban, delete, or
create members. Moderators have a subset of these powers, which may include editing,
deleting, and moving threads, mass pruning, warning members for offences, and
changing minor forum details. It is often possible for moderator privileges to be
delegated to other forum members.
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Figure 4.11: Online Forum main page
Figure 4.11 show a screen capture of the main page of online forum for this project.
Online forum is the second main part of the overall project. In order to access to this
forum, user just have to click on "Forum" at the welcome page referfigure 4.1. As usual
an Internet forum is a web application for holding discussions and posting user
generated content. Basically at the main page, refer figure 4.11 there are several main
board or section that contain a number of child board. For example, there are main
boards named "Tips & Tricks" which contain several child boards that related to it. By
having category or section, will ensure that all information store in the correct place.
This will provide more systematic management of data and resource. In order to view a
specific thread, users just have to click the topic of child board that relates to topic that
what users actually want. For example user click on "Get ready for your presentation"
which is under "Tips & Tricks", it will bring user to the page that list all the available
thread under this category, referfigure 4.12.
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4.6 Bandwidth, traffic and usage analysis
Usage sunnary for utpfinalyearproject^con Vitifcs/Stt«ft
Q. .Ill
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Figure 4.6: Summary period(Last 12month)
In this section, author focusing on bandwidth, traffic and usage analysis for
www.utpfinalvearproiect.com which is important in order to find outwhat is the pattern
of the traffic of the system. From the analysis, author can provide with further plan to
improve the flow. Figure 4.6; show the summary period for last 12 month. This statistic


























































5 29 71. 98,
297 3278 86021 23256
164 2128 5436 22208
43 327 1310 1900
891 475 1487 1831
89 1299 2827: 5105
9 621 683 1580
696 8157 20416 55978
Table 4.2: Usage summary (Last 12 Month)
Basically the flow started on September 29, 2007, which is the registration date for the
domain. From the bar chart author can summarized that the first four month the traffic is
quite low, this is because of the system is still under development process. Then, on
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January and February 2008, the system is being uploaded to the domain in order to run
continuous online testing. We can see that the "Hits" on January and February is more
than 20000. Started on January 2008 onwards the development and testing process is
done at the same time. Which is every development or modification done to the system
will be uploading and tested online. These is because the system is already up and
running andoperate, theauthor try tomake it available for user24/7.
Besides that, once the system is up and running on the web. Author start to fill the
forum and the system with new data and content such as lesson learnt, announcement
andnews. And also continuing promotes andfocuses on publicity of the site. These also
affect the flow of the traffic. The usage become higher due to people start takes a look
on new site especially UTP student and lecturer. Refer Table 4.2; for more detail on
daily andmonthly statistics for the last 12month.
With the increase of the traffic from month to month, here author can summarize that
the community accept the concept ofknowledge management. Where people are willing
to share knowledge and their experience because of they realize the important of the
knowledge itself. Thus "Knowledge Culture" has been successfully implemented in
Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS.
From the analysis, author can also conclude that, the project really meet the entire
objective that creates inthe beginning ofthe project development, which istodevelop a
one stop online centre of information, to develop and design a application which
capable ofkeep, sharing and reuse knowledge within community, todesign a medium to
manage and organize crucial and important information and knowledge (lesson learnt,
bestpractices, experiences) by applying the ideaof knowledge management concept.
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4.7 UsageStatistics for utpf5nalyearproject.com (February 2008)
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Figure 4.7.1: Daily usage for February 2008
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Figure 4.7.2: Hourly usage for February 2008
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4.8 User acceptance test survey
The survey on user acceptance test was being conducted on twenty samples. The target
samples are from different knowledge level Some of them are student that haven't go
for internship, final year student and also FYP committee member which is among
lecturer in Computer and Information Science Department. The survey was beingtaken
on seven points which are the interactivity, system interface, system flow, and
functionality, visibility of the system, aesthetic value and also contribution to the
community.
The interactivity of the system includes how interactive the system is and how far the
system can maintain user's interest in using the system. The system interfaces include
the graphic design, the layout of each element of the system and the pleasure that the
systemprovide to the user. Systemflow more focus on the integration betweenpages to
another pages. It shows how far the flow of the system eases the user in navigating and
interacting with the system. Functionality is focusing on the importance of the function
included in the system as well as the usefulness of the data. Visibility of the system
status is the evaluation on informing user on the page that user currently visiting and
what the action the user taken. Aesthetic value and minimalist design is the evaluation
on the system content, whether it contains enough relevant data within the page to be
useful for the user. Scale from 1 to 5 is being use for the measurement of each point.
The sample of survey questionnaire- is represented in APPENDIX B
Outstanding Good Average Below Average Very Poor Total
Interactivity 6 13 1 0 0 20
Interface 7 11 2 0 0 20
System Flow 8 11 0 1 0 20
Functionality 7 7 5 1 0 20
Visibility 9 8 3 0 0 20
Aesthetic Value 5 10 5 0 0 20
Contribution 6 12 1 1 0 20
Table 4.3: Survey Result
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4.8.4: Survey result for system functionality
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4.8.5: Survey result for visibility of the system


































Be successfully created a web based knowledge management, it believed that the author
had achieved the initial aims and objectives that are specified earlier. This project could
be a stepping for the organization to incorporate knowledge management concept to
manage their knowledge capital which evidently crucial for every competitive
organization. UTP Virtual FYP community is a subset of knowledge management and
hence the author tried to instill as many elements of knowledge management as possible
into the system.
By creating a virtual workplace where user can share their knowledge, expertise,
experience and lesson learned, the objective of this projecthas been met. Users are able
to use the systemto share latest and new information with others that create knowledge
among its users.
Categorization of attributes enables user to join into identifiable groups that interest
them for instance. Search tool which enable user to search a particular topic in an
advance level were also built into the system which enhances the functionality of the
system beside assisting the process of discovering knowledge
5.1 Suggested future work for expansion and continuation
There are several suggestion and recommendation that can be done to improve the
functionality of this project, so that the next version of the systemwill have increased in
functionality, flexibility and scalability.
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5.1.1 KMenabler
Add more KM enablers such as content management systems, corporate 'Yellow pages'
directories, email lists, wikis, blogs, and other technologies to facilitate knowledge
management practice in organization. Each enabling technology can expand the level of
inquiry available to an employee, while providing a platform to achieve specific goals
or actions
5.1.2 Enhance user interface
User interface should also be enhancing in order to really accommodate individual user
preference. Up to this point of time, the creation of user interface is just based on
several groups of people preferences (the developer, the focal person of the project and
also project supervisor) focus on minimalistic which is simple and nice. Survey may
need to be conducted in order to know what kind of user interface is more preferable
and up to date with current style and design. Deeper study may need to be performed
base on findings.
5.1.3 Online forum
For online forum, there should be a moderator and admin that monitor all the content in
every second to avoid any explicit content. It may be a bit hard to achieve since it
required a human resource. This responsibility may take a full of commitment, because
it required bothpersonto control the flow of the forum. A forum administrator typically
has the ability to edit, delete, move or otherwise modify any thread on the forum.
Moderators have a subset of these powers, which may include editing, deleting, and
moving threads, mass pruning, warning members for offences, and changing minor
forum details. It is often possible for moderator privileges to be delegated to other forum
members.
5.1.4 Incorporating data mining and intelligent agent
By incorporating artificial intelligent and data mining into the system, a patternon user
preferences and behaviors interacting with the system can be capture. By studying the
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pattern, the element of the effectiveness of knowledge management can be measured.
The behaviors concept describe characteristic of user interact with the system. This
information is capture can be later used to classified stereotypes group such as readers,
writer or editor. As a result, user could learn at which level they are and the
management could see the pattern of improvement user of the system. Artificial
intelligent can also be used to enhance the searching tool to enable better navigation and
more accurate search result that meet user need.
5.2 Conclusion
The purpose of this project is to study and implement important of knowledge
management that enables organization to manage their knowledge capital. People in
organization often overlooked the important assets lies within the community itself.
Organization is build of people with knowledge and expertise in distinct field and these
people carried knowledge with them that cannot be simply search or obtained from
other sources. Research show how important is knowledge capital is for a business and
education. Hence, the system develops aimed to solve a problem of losing the asset and
provide a way to manage capital asset by cooperating knowledge management concept
into it. Though the develop system can serve as a beneficial tool for organization to
manage their knowledge capital. It still requires a full management support and clear
mission of the company in order to create the culture of learning and gained knowledge
within organization.
These reports contain the finalized work and result of the projects and serves as key
milestone to overall project. With the given timeframe and adequate resource, the
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This questionnaire will act as an evaluation form on the project that will be tested as part of
he fulfillment on UTP Final Year Project. Your cooperation is highly appreciated)
Cindly, please logon to www.utpfinalyearproiect.com to view the project
Tick [V ] where appropriate
. How do you find the interactivity of the system?
(Ease of use, instructiveness, attractiveness)
[ ] Very Poor 2 [ ] Below average 3 [ ] Average 4 [ ] Good 5 [ 3Outstanding
Comments / Suggestions:
:. How do you find the system interface design?
(User friendly interface, graphicdesign, easy to understand, interface layout)
[ ] Very Poor 2 [ ] Below average 3 [ ] Average 4 [ ] Good 5 [ ] Outstanding
Comments / Suggestions:
L How do you find the system flow?
(Navigation, link, easy to understand)
[ ] Very Poor 2 [ ] Below average 3 [ ] Average 4 [ ] Good 5 [ ] Outstanding
Comments / Suggestions:
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1. How do you find the system functionality?
(System function and features)
[ ] Very Poor 2 [ ] Below average 3 [ ] Average 4 [ ] Good 5 [ ] Outstanding
Comments / Suggestions:
I. How do you find the visibility of system status?
(User acknowledgement ofviewing page, what it is for and action that can betaken)
[ ] Very Poor 2 [ ] Below average 3 [ ] Average 4 [ ] Good 5 [ ] Outstanding
Comments / Suggestions:
k How do you find the system aestheticsvalue and minimalist design?
(Systemcontent, relevantand useful data for user)
[ ] Very Poor 2 [ ] Below average 3 [ 3Average 4 [ 3Good 5 [ ] Outstanding
Comments / Suggestions:
K How do you find the system can contribute to knowledge sharing?
(System usefulness, attractive features, online collaboration, content management)
[ ] Very Poor 2 [ 3Below average 3 [ ] Average 4 [ 3Good 5 [ ] Outstanding




Full screenshot of the FYP Central main page
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Project Background
Virtual FYP Communities - "An Online Knowledge Snaring
and Resource Centre".
Development of an online web based system as a KMApplication.
One stop online centre of information, knowledge sharing and lesson learned.
Provide flexible environment for knowledge culture.
Opportunities forbetteraccessibility to the resources anytimeand anywhere.
Channel / Medium to distribute information and knowledge.
nr
Relevancy & Significant
Preserve the knowledge by capturing and share best practices.
Trie idea of the learning institution - part of the e-learning method
Provide a proper channel for easy to collect and store knowledge.
Make used ofvarious enabling technologies such as knowledge bases and























Objective & Scope ofstudy
To develop a one stop online centre of information.
Todevelop and design an application which capable of keep, sharing and
reuse knowledge within community.
To design a medium to manage and organize crucial and important
information and knowledge for an organization.
To provide batter accessibility to information and knowledge and also act as a
medium of communication (Announcement, news and updates)
Benefiting from the advent of internet and networks - make the system

















• Sum olwriatis known, the oody of truth, information and
principlesacquired by mankind
1Relatedto Intellectual capacities, but if is also linked to
observation, experience, study and investigation
• Personal knowledge embedded in individual
experience
• IntanglWefactors as personal Delief,perspective,
instinct and values
Expressed informa!language and easily transmittedamong
individuals
Maturate, documentsard procedures.
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Literature Review
Approach to Knowledge Management
>Afocus cmtechnology, these that enhance on
knowledge growth
• Howdoes the organlmuon need to be designed to
.Ha'clHtate knowledge processes
>interaction of people. Identity, knowledge and
environmental factors




• Intermediate level of skills S knowledge in PHP and open source (OSS)
> Hardware and software
' Ensure it fit and suitable lo organization
i What user really Want and who is the user
>Using OSS- freely available
• Cost of webhostlng, ISP,hardware and documentation








• Application of Knowledge
/ • Produce desired outcome
J^^i • Information + Reasoningj/ • Relevanl and personal
—g-^^—^^^S
> • Data + meaning
k y -Rawtext, numbers, images



















RealatTation Date: September 29. 2007
Hosting Provider • Exabytes NetworkSdn Bhd
Package: Exabyte EBIz Linuxi














syslem objective and determine
resoirca
physical appearance of tha
and how tie system took bke
CreMe a model or
prototype of (he system







PC with standalone server
exabytes"
S3XAMPP
Xampp (Apache, MySQL, PHP, Perl}
;N
Adobe Dreamweaver8- Wabpage editoij
Adobe PhotoshopCS-fenageodrtor J 'Jj
MySQL*
Internet connection J streamyx7
Result & Discussion
Traffic & Usage analysis
Irsaen •ummarirfor utpFliwl'jMrpraJaet.
WyJunJul Hl^Eiy ftet^rWDm Jaifttiy-ftir
Data taken on April 18,2008
Result & Discussion
Traffic & Usage analysis
Communityaccept concept of knowledge menagement
People realize the important of knowledge





















































People inorganization oftenoverlooked the important assets lieswithin
the community itself,
This project development can serve as a beneficial toolfor organization to
manage their knowledge capital.
One stop online centre of information, knowledge sharing and lesson
learned whichusers can freely shares, update content, manage content.
Provide a proper channel for easy to collectand store knowledge.
Thank You
Final Year Project





Focus on mlnimaitsl, simple
and user friendly
Add more KM enable? such as







- Abilltyto capture pattern
on user preference and
behavior interacting wilti
the system
- To measures
effectiveness of the
system
Question & Answer
Final Year Project
VrrJuBfFVPCommunK^-AnonSnoknmitodgB sharing and
